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C.S.ルイス宗教著作集 1977 a collection of critical essays on c s lewis s work
C. S. Lewis 2009 gilbert and kilby offer a portrait of c s lewis and the milieu in which he lived using words and pictures to try to represent vividly some aspects of his life
C. S. Lewis 2005 名作 ナルニア国物語 の生みの親 c s ルイス 彼の壮大な物語世界の内奥には どのような思想が潜んでいるのか 神の再発見 トールキンとの友情 妻を得た喜びと死との対峙 神学者が克明に描きだす 深い思索と信仰に貫かれた生涯
憧れと歓びの人 C.S.ルイスの生涯 2015-05-30 the writings of c s lewis have a universal appeal his chronicles of narnia are by far the best known but he was also a prolific literary scholar essayist
broadcaster novelist poet and christian apologist following the chronology of lewis s life james como draws out the core themes of his writings showing how his ideas evolved
C.S. Lewis 2019 strongly divided evaluations of c s lewis s work persist today based on his perspectives and writings on religion particularly christianity those who approve tend to
see his work as of value primarily because it gives his academic and cultural value to his advocacy of christianity conversely those who disapprove of that advocacy tend to see the
worth of his writing as vitiated by his apologetic agenda wesley kort s book sets a new standard in c s lewis studies arguing for an alternative perspective that considers lewis s
work as a whole investigating why and at what points lewis turns to religion generally and to christianity particularly in order to advance his arguments this book provides a
captivating look into the many cultural academic and literary contexts that influenced his many texts the book examines the standing of lewis s work how best to approach his work
as well as the understandings that lead to mistaken readings of him this indispensable c s lewis resource comments separately on each of more than a dozen of lewis s major books
connecting readers to the particular literature religion and philosophy of c s lewis 0these commentaries are free standing essays analyses and interpretations of texts that can be
read individually and in any order scholars and fans of c s lewis will appreciate kort s commentary and guide to the texts in this new light
Reading C.S. Lewis 2016 of edmund spenser c s lewis wrote his work is one like a growing thing a tree with branches to heaven and roots to hell and in between these two
extremes comes all the multiplicity of human life this book seeks to demonstrate the aptness of that quotation when applied to lewis himself from his deepest emotional and
psychological landscape to his prevailing temperament and then to his training lewis marshaled his magnificent rhetorical skills on behalf of his vocation to make christianity a
reasonable and inviting alternative to doubters in this and through the many genres of which he was a master he never wavered these are the branches the available means of
persuasion as aristotle put it sources influences experience and his very self these are the roots a close look at these with a combination of argument critical analysis and some
fresh connections finally yield an unexpected portrait c s lewis and his work are indeed one with deeper roots and loftier branches than the current reputation of the master and his
avuncular persona suggest
Branches to Heaven 2015-12-30 a young adult biography of this renowned christian apologist and children s fantasy writer includes black and white illustrations
C.S. Lewis 2001 chronicles the life of writer c s lewis and discusses his novels his marriage to joy davidman his family life and other related topics
C.S. Lewis 1994 ライオンと魔女 カスピアン王子のつのぶえ 朝びらき丸東の海へ 時代や世代を超えて世界中の人々に愛されてきた ナルニア国物語 この物語は どのようにして生まれたのだろうか 著者c s ルイスとは どんな人だったのだろうか 動物の国や別世界への憧れを育んだルイスの少年時代の家やアイルランドの
風景 指輪物語 の著者j r r トールキンをはじめとする深い友情で結ばれた仲間たち そして 映画 永遠の愛に生きて に描かれた 熟年になってからの愛と 愛する者の死 貴重な写真と美しい訳文で ルイスの生涯を綴る
ナルニア国をつくった人 2001-09 ecpa 2014 christian book award winner non fiction fifty years after his death c s lewis continues to inspire and fascinate millions his legacy remains varied
and vast he was a towering intellectual figure a popular fiction author who inspired a global movie franchise around the world of narnia and an atheist turned christian thinker in c s
lewis a life alister mcgrath prolific author and respected professor at king s college of london paints a definitive portrait of the life of c s lewis after thoroughly examining recently
published lewis correspondence alister challenges some of the previously held beliefs about the exact timing of lewis s shift from atheism to theism and then to christianity he paints
a portrait of an eccentric thinker who became an inspiring though reluctant prophet for our times you won t want to miss this fascinating portrait of a creative genius who inspired
generations
C. S. Lewis -- A Life 2013-02-18 an accomplished biography wilson is a very clever fluent and engaging writer with many of the traits that he attributes to his subject a constantly
intelligent conversational quality a flair for the quick sharp character sketch and a bedrock of common sense the new republic a n wilson shows in this brilliant new biography that c
s lewis the man was every bit as multifaceted as c s lewis the writer gregerious friend bullying debater heavy drinker and smoker a man whose relationships with women boggled
even those closest to him c s lewis was all of these things and a n wilson has succeeded as no previous biographer has done in bringing this generous passionate opinonated deeply
troubled and marvelously gifted man to life a new york times notable book of the year
C.S. Lewis 1991 this bibliography and resource consists of a chronological introduction to the development of lewis s works a copious bibliography and a guide to the study of lewis
an introductory essay on christology in lewis and a glossary for those unfamiliar with some of the background and terms to lewis s understanding of revelation and the christ it will
be an invaluable resource for all scholars of c s lewis the bibliography stands alone but it also serves to complement the three volumes of the series c s lewis revelation and the
christ



C.S. Lewis—An Annotated Bibliography and Resource 2012-09-20 it has been said that next to the biblical writers the most quoted person in american pulpits churches and
educational institutions hands down is c s lewis he has become such a part of the speaking and thinking rhythm of those of us in the west that without him well who would we quote
peter kreeft sums it up quite nicely lewis is read with enormous affection and loyalty by a wide and diversified audience today in fact more of his books are sold today than those of
any other christian writer in history kreeft lewis and the two roads to god the washington times in the world i february 1987 354 why lewis is a primer designed especially to
stimulate thinking about lewis and offer at least seven reasons why he has made such an indelible impact upon so many quotes references anecdotes and footnotes are provided in
easily accessible fashion to assist the budding lewis scholar into elements of deeper study while at the same time offering the most seasoned aficionado some fresh perspectives as
well
Why Lewis? 2021-08-13 this carefully crafted ebook the complete works of c s lewis is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents novels the
chronicles of narnia the lion the witch and the wardrobe prince caspian the voyage of the dawn treader the silver chair the horse and his boy the magician s nephew the last battle
space trilogy out of the silent planet perelandra that hideous strength the screwtape letters the pilgrim s regress the great divorce till we have faces short stories screwtape
proposes a toast ministering angels religious studies the allegory of love the problem of pain a preface to paradise lost the abolition of man miracles mere christianity reflections on
the psalms the four loves an experiment in criticism a grief observed letters to malcolm chiefly on prayer poetry spirits in bondage a cycle of lyrics autobiography surprised by joy
the shape of my early life speeches transposition the weight of glory membership learning in war time the inner ring de descriptione temporum the literary impact of the authorised
version hamlet the prince or the poem kipling s world sir walter scott lilies that fester psycho analysis and literary criticism the inner ring is theology poetry transposition on
obstinacy in belief the weight of glory clive staples lewis 1898 1963 was a british novelist poet academic medievalist literary critic essayist lay theologian broadcaster lecturer and
christian apologist he is best known for his fictional work especially the chronicles of narnia the screwtape letters and the space trilogy and for his non fiction christian apologetics
such as mere christianity miracles and the problem of pain
The Complete Works of C. S. Lewis 2024-01-11 this new study by lionel adey is unique in its attempt to trace the development of c s lewis as a maker and reader of books adey
shows how the two sides of lewis s personality dreamer and mentor affected his writing in its various modes l
C.S. Lewis, Writer, Dreamer, and Mentor 1998 invite c s lewis into your reading of scripture c s lewis was one of the intellectual giants of the twentieth century and arguably the
most thought provoking and influential christian writer of his day for over forty years generations of readers have found insight and inspiration from his uniquely articulate view of
god s interaction in the world and in our lives the nrsv c s lewis bible provides readings comprised of selections from lewis s celebrated spiritual classics a collection that includes
mere christianity the screwtape letters the great divorce the problem of pain miracles a grief observed the weight of glory and the abolition of man as well as letters poetry and
lewis s less familiar works each reading in this nrsv bible paired alongside relevant passages in the bible offers c s lewis as a companion to your daily meditation of scripture as you
engage in your devotional bible reading you will also gain insight from his writings and spiritual journey as you invite lewis into your spiritual discipline features the text of the new
revised standard version protestant canon vetted by an ecumenical pool of christian academics and renowned for its beautiful balance of scholarship and readability over 600
selections from c s lewis for contemplation and devotional reading introductory essays on c s lewis s view of scripture indexes to guide you to each each reading concordance to
help you find familiar biblical words and passages double column format
NRSV, The C. S. Lewis Bible 2012-10-22 an oxford student of c s lewis s said he found his new tutor interesting and was told by j r r tolkien interesting yes he s certainly that you
ll never get to the bottom of him you can learn a great deal about people by their friends and nowhere is this more true than in the case of c s lewis the remarkable academic author
populariser of faith and creator of narnia he lost his mother early in life and became estranged from his father much to his regret throughout his life key relationships mattered
deeply to him from his early days in the north of ireland and his schooldays in england as still a teenager in the trenches of world war one and then later in oxford the friendships he
cultivated throughout his life proved to be vital influencing his thoughts his beliefs and his writings what did arthur greeves a life long friend from his adolescence bring to him how
did j r r tolkien and the other members of the now famous inklings shape him why in his early twenties did he move in with a single mother twice his age janie moore and live with
her for so many years until her death and why did he choose to marry so late what of the relationship with his alcoholic and gifted brother who eventually joined his unusual
household in this sparkling new biography which draws on material not previously published colin duriez brings c s lewis and his friendships to life
C S Lewis 2013-05-02 clive staples lewis 1898 1963 was a british novelist poet academic medievalist literary critic lay theologian lecturer and christian apologist his first novel after
becoming a christian was the pilgrim s regress which depicted his experience with christianity lewis wrote several works on heaven and hell one of these the great divorce is a short
novella in which a few residents of hell take a bus ride to heaven where they are met by people who dwell there another short work the screwtape letters consists of suave letters of



advice from senior demon screwtape to his nephew wormwood on the best ways to tempt a particular human and secure his damnation lewis is also regarded by many as one of the
most influential christian apologists of his time mere christianity was voted best book of the twentieth century by christianity today in 2000 lewis was very interested in presenting a
reasonable case for christianity mere christianity the problem of pain and miracles were all concerned to one degree or another with refuting popular objections to christianity such
as the question how could a good god allow pain to exist in the world lewis also wrote an autobiography surprised by joy which places special emphasis on his own conversion table
of contents novels the pilgrim s regress the screwtape letters screwtape proposes a toast the great divorce short stories screwtape proposes a toast ministering angels religious
studies the problem of pain miracles mere christianity reflections on the psalms the four loves letters to malcolm chiefly on prayer essays transpositions and other addresses
The Collected Religious Works of C. S. Lewis 2022-11-13 this book seeks to explore c s lewis s understanding of the why of human suffering
C.S. Lewis and Human Suffering 2008 the classic a year with c s lewis is an intimate day to day companion by c s lewis the most important christian writer of the 20th century
the daily meditations have been culled from lewis celebrated signature classics mere christianity the screwtape letters the great divorce the problem of pain miracles and a grief
observed as well as from the distinguished works the weight of glory and the abolition of man ruminating on such themes as the nature of love the existence of miracles overcoming
a devastating loss and discovering a profound christian faith a year with c s lewis offers unflinchingly honest insight for each day of the year
A Year with C. S. Lewis 2009-03-17 the complete c s lewis collection from one of the intellectual giants of the twentieth century and arguably one of the most influential writers of
his day includes signature classics and other major works mere christianity the screwtape letters the great divorce the problem of pain miracles a grief observed the abolition of
man the four loves reflections on the psalms surprised by joy letters to malcolm chiefly on prayer george macdonald essays and speeches the weight of glory god in the dock
christian reflections on stories present concerns the world s last night the chronicles of narnia the magician s nephew the lion the witch and the wardrobe the horse and his boy
prince caspian the voyage of the dawn treader the silver chair the last battle stories and poems the pilgrim s regress out of the silent planet perelandra that hideous strength the
dark tower till we have faces poems narrative poems spirits in bondage academic works an experiment in criticism the allegory of love the discarded image studies in words image
and imagination studies in medieval and renaissance literature selected literary essays the personal heresy biographical works all my road before me letters to an american lady
letters of c s lewis the collected letters of c s lewis volume i the collected letters of c s lewis volume ii the collected letters of c s lewis volume iii readers and devotionals of other
worlds a mind awake the business of heaven a year with aslan a year with c s lewis yours jack words to live by
The Essential C.S. Lewis 1988 on the fiftieth anniversary of his death c s lewis was memorialized in poets corner westminster abbey taking his place beside the greatest names in
english literature oxford and cambridge universities where lewis taught also held commemorations this volume gathers together addresses from those events rowan williams and
alister mcgrath assess lewis s legacy in theology malcolm guite addresses his integration of reason and imagination william lane craig takes a philosophical perspective while lewis
s successor as professor of medieval and renaissance english helen cooper considers him as a critic the collection also includes more personal and creative responses walter hooper
lewis biographer recalls their first meeting there are poems essays a panel discussion and even a report by the famous mystery worshipper from the ship of fools website along with
a moving reflection by royal wedding composer paul mealor about how he set one of lewis s poems to music containing theology literary criticism poetry memoir and much else
besides this volume reflects the breadth of lewis s interests and the astonishing variety of his own output a diverse and colorful commemoration of an extraordinary man
The C. S. Lewis Collection: Complete Works 2019-05-30 ナルニアに描かれたルイスの 理想的世界 とは 物語を読むうえで欠かせない文学的 宗教的主題を中心に 全7巻を解読
C. S. Lewis at Poets' Corner 2016-04-08 drawing on the whole body of c s lewis published fiction and non fiction as well as previously unpublished letters richard purtill offers a
clear comprehensive assessment of lewis defense of christianity he examines lewis thinking on religion in light of contemporary thought giving attention to such central issues as
the nature of god the divinity of christ the manifestation of miracles in history the challenge of faith the meaning of death and the afterlife c s lewis case for the christian faith is an
excellent introduction to lewis s best thinking on the major themes of the christian tradition those who know his writing will find a new appreciation of his christian imagination and
a deep respect for his distinctive contribution to an understanding of christianity
ナルニア国物語解読 2006-04 the definitive collection of religious essays by c s lewis plus a selection of letters brought together in a substantial paperback volume
C.S. Lewis' Case for the Christian Faith 2011-05-09 ライオンと魔女 に秘められた聖書のミステリー ナルニアの魅力を聖書のエピソードから読み解く ライオンと魔女 とナルニア国物語全7巻のブックガイド 作者c s ルイスの生涯 イラスト 写真入り
ナルニア国の父 C.S.ルイス 2005-11 this beautiful writing journal provides the ultimate way to experience the genius of c s lewis combing timeless wisdom from a variety of his works
including mere christianity the screwtape letters and the great divorce along with blank pages for writing this journal will lead you on a journey of self discovery with a trusted
guide
C. S. Lewis Essay Collection: Faith, Christianity and the Church 2010-10-07 contains three complete works of c s lewis



早わかりナルニア国物語とC.S.ルイス 2006-03 a critical study analyzing the works and the influences on the literary career of c s lewis
The C.S. Lewis Journal 2006-04-25 clive staples lewis 1898 1963 was a distinguished scholar of medieval and renaissance literature who taught at both oxford university and
cambridge university after his conversion to christianity lewis began writing christian apologetic works aimed at a popular audience it is for these works that lewis is now best
remembered especially in the u s where his books have sold in the millions and continue to be popular today perhaps because of this popularity however lewis s christian writings
are generally dismissed by theologians as oversimplified and conceptually flawed with this book wesley a kort hopes to rehabilitate lewis and to demonstrate the value and
continuing relevance of his work
The Collected Works of C.S. Lewis 1996 readers over the world delight in the narnia tales the adult novels and the sparkling christian apologetics of c s lewis his literary criticism
continues to provoke and enlighten here now is an excellent map of lewis two worlds his life and his imagination in an appealing style unhampered by academic jargon hannay
offers a biographical sketch of a man haunted by longing a man who progressed from arrogant dogmatism to gentleness concise summaries of each of the major works including
tantalizing quotations to entice the reader back to the original a survey of the major themes throughout his writing which connect works as seemingly different from each other as
the lion the witch and the wardrobe screwtape letters and a preface to paradise lost an analysis of his literary technique involving his allusive and compelling style
The Literary Legacy of C. S. Lewis 1979 it is in the role of remythologizer that c s lewis has been most misunderstood and it is there that his importance lies his was the poetic
intensity that saw all hell swallowed by a butterfly with no harm done of his creation are allegories and myth that express very real elements of life behond understanding or
capture for more than a moment white s 1969 study is the first to examine the entire lewis corpus and the first to offer such an extensive bibliography to these invaluable aids for
lewis scholars white adds his own training in theology and literary criticism and a sensitivity to the complexities of the artist and the religious man his interpretation of the intricate
skeins of belief to be found in lewis work make this study as significant to the theological as to the literary world
C.S. Lewis Then and Now 2004 this portable affordable anthology features seven essential works mere christianity the screwtape letters the great divorce the problem of pain
miracles a grief observed and lewis s prophetic examination of universal values the abolition of man
C. S. Lewis 1976 c s lewis is best known as the creator of the fanciful world of narnia and writer of literary criticism and christian apologetics this book examines lewis s early
writings under the pseudonym clive hamilton analyzing the influence of his formative poetic aspirations upon his later prose by looking at early diaries and letters and the inclusion
of four of lewis s previously unpublished narrative poems and eleven previously unpublished short poems this text explains the man through his writing
C. S. Lewis 2009-02-02 faith could be described as a strong or unshakable belief in something especially without proof or evidence everyone has faith in something or someone
even if it s just that the sun will rise tomorrow or that your friend will meet you at the time and place appointed but this selection from the writings of c s lewis deals with a very
specific form of faith the christian faith an insightful look into the very private struggles of c s lewis as he sought to define his own beliefs
The Image of Man in C. S. Lewis 2009-01-12 a central debate early in the twentieth century concerned the nature of language was it primarily objective and empirical as charles
k ogden and ivor a richards argued in the meaning of meaning or essentially metaphorical and impressionistic the approach of owen barfield in poetic diction lewis espoused the
latter theory and integrated it into the purpose and style of his fiction
The Complete C. S. Lewis Signature Classics 2012-09
C.S. Lewis, Poet 2001
C.S. Lewis on Faith 1998
C.S. Lewis in Context 1994
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